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# maximum likelihood for univariate likelihoods

# various log likelihoods defined
logbin=function(x,param) 
log(dbinom(x,prob=param,size=10))
logpoiss=function(x,param) log(dpois(x,lambda=param))
logexp=function(x,param) log(dexp(x,rate=param))

#max likelihood function
### For repeated sampling from same distribution
mymaxlik=function(lfun,x,param,...){
  # how many param values are there?
np=length(param)
  # outer -- notice the order, x then param
  # this produces a matrix -- try
  outer(1:4,5:10,function(x,y) paste(x,y,sep=" "))
  to understand
  z=outer(x,param,lfun)
  # z is a matrix where each x,param is replaced with the
  function evaluated at those values
  y=apply(z,2,sum)

• Task 2
  – Create your own R file and record the R code you
    used to complete the lab.
  – In the above code for mymaxlik() there are two
    lines marked A and B. Using any resources
    available explain what each line does
      • Line A (Use the command in the comments
to explain what outer() does)
      • Line B
  – Suppose that a series of 8 binomial experiments
    were performed, with each having 20 trials and
    each with the same probability of success \( p \). Find
    the maximum likelihood estimate for \( p \) by first
    answering the following
      • What is the formula (mathematical – no R
        code) for the likelihood?
      • What is the R code for the above
        likelihood?
      • Find the maximum likelihood estimate
        when the following is the data \( y = 3,3,4,3,4,5,5,4 \) (record the plot).
Why Rubrics?

Need to check that procedural skills in Statistics labs have been acquired.
Need to grade quickly since there are labs each week along with other grading.
Need to be consistent.
Need to give informative feedback with personal commentary as well.
Need to manage grades simultaneously.
Rubrics

• Could be seen as canned and overly formulaic.
  – Not a problem for what I am testing
  – Can be used after the fact
  – Can be configured to assess original thinking using many levels and appropriate point distributions (time consuming to make)

• I have used a number of rubric styles but use mainly a binary – present/absent grading method for the labs
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MATH 4753 Laboratory 10: Maximum likelihood estimates

In this lab we will learn how to use R to make maximum likelihood estimates from a sample. A number of functions will be used and should be well understood. While you are not expected to make your own functions I will expect you to understand the lines of code and be capable of adjusting the function to do what is required.
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